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Agenda 
• Exploring notions of leadership 

 
• Leadership for the 21st century 
 
• Develop your leadership capabilities  

 
• Developing emotional intelligence 

 
• Building a career - my personal learnings 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acknowledge the organising committee for their great work and their leadership in creating a community in Melbourne.Tonight will be interactive; leadership is both very personal and also has some universal similarities. So tonight you will have opportunity of exploring what leadership means to you.Importantly we will be looking at leadership in an actuarial context and ways you can really grow your leadership capacity and your ability to make a difference in anything you chooseWhat you put in to this evening will equal what you get out of it – please challenge, provoke, contribute



Question 
 

• Are leaders born or is leadership 
developed? 
 

• What does leadership mean to you? 
What leadership  attributes do you 
admire the most? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflect for a minute on the following questions and share with person next to you or in threes; whatever works for you.Ask for response from different people.Write key themes on whiteboard and frame to align to following slides



Organizing means of work… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historical or traditional notion of leadership – organizing the means of work….HENRY FORD and the original assembly line approach. In the context which it was designed, this was extraordinary leadership. Over 200 car manufacturers and FORD enabled Henry’s vision – a simple inexpensive vehicle affordable by all. Any color as long as its black. Henry once said that if he had given his clients what they asked for he would have been making higher quality buggies and whips….so at the time this was extraordinary leadership.But the assembly line also has significant downsides, which led to quality circles. Any thoughts what the downsides might be?Engagement -  lack of ownership or engagement in creating the whole. I can make a car door but if I can’t see the whole car, I may net get that sense of ownership or connection. Systems perspective – example of Ford recall of cars with wearing tyres and the nuts not fittingCONCLUSION: What was leadership at a point in time isn’t necessarily leadership today. Great enemy of leadership is overconfidence leading to coplacency which can quickly become stagnation



Leading from the Front 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The leader as hero, leading the charge. Still very popular in sports and films. What may challenges be to this in a modern day business context?The world has got to level of complexity that CEO, CFO, Chief Actuary can’t do everything. Distributed leadership means much broaderCONCLUSION: leadership is more about individual actions of the collective for the collective, as opposed to one person heroically leading from the front.Jim Collins, “Good to Great” research on leadership success defined five levels of leadership, from individual contributor through to CEO. At CEO level, determined humility was key attribute of successful companies. Background – Jim asked team to come back with what helped good companies become great, “and don’t give me any fluffy stuff about leadership or culture – give me something tangible”



Charisma 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charsima and motivation have a place….Churchill speches fortified England, Hitler had people mesmerised for hours, prepared to do anything to support his vision……..but was Hitler a great leader?



Question 
Was Hitler a great leader? 
 
If so, why? 
 
If not, why not? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case for:Clear visionMassive growth in Germany power and standingRallied people behind the causeCase against:Vision led to genocide, death of millions of people, destruction of large parts of EuropeCONCLUSION – leadership is also about a greater good, creating something, acting in a way that is for the greater good. VALUES!!



Vision for social change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership sometimes requires tremendous sacrifice in behalf of what you believe in. Mandela has shared the torment he felt in jail, knowing that he was playing little or no part in raising his kids………



Corporate Re-engineers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some tremendous success stories, some tremendous failures through downsizing; most longetudinal studies suggest that organisations barely achieve 30% of the benefits they expect when embarking on such a programme. One of key reasons why is that organisations are systems; change on part of system and it has multiple flow on effects. Alistair Mant in his book “Intelligent Leadership”  introduces the metaphor of the frog and the bicycle. You can pull apart a bicycle and re-assemble. But if you disect a frog, you can’t put it back together again!CONCLUSION – to be effective, need to understand broader system and consequences of any changes we make……refer back to example of FORD car with nuts



Creators of the new world 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steve Jobs – while the jury is out on his leadership style (some criticisms as controlling and overly tough) he created a culture of incredible passion at Apple. So much so that even when he left in the mid 90s, several new CEOs weren’t able to change the culture. His return to the company is stuff of legend re Apple’s success



Leadership at the cross 
roads…..leadership in a 

finance context 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve explored som notions of what leadership is. A friend recently said to me that we are defined as much by what we do as by what we say no to (extremely relevant in your career as an actuary). Let’s turn that to leadership and explore in following images what was missing re leadership



Who sank the boat? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From corporate fraud, to systemic financial systems failure, to bankrupt countries and captains deserting their sinking ships, leadership has taken a battering in the last few years.Enron – brown-outs; took advantage of position of responsibility, manipulated powerItalian ship captain – selfish, lack of courage, didn’t fulfill his responsibilitiesGreek prime minister – let ot drift, complacency, didn’t take the hard yards when necessary (Superannuation in 1994; key message was many countries needed to take actions to fund pension liabilities……where is Europe today…)Greenspan and US bankers – too caught up in their own belief systems; sub prime debt was a disaster forecast, warned against and nothing happened (overconfidence in own ideology can lead to compalcency, a key enemy of leadership)…investment products betting that they would fail…GREED, self interestIMF guy – abused his position of powerCONCLUSION – list key thems that come up which are clearly NOT leadership 



Risk and reward 

$7b trading losses 



$3b trading losses 

Risk and reward 



Q: What’s the difference between a 
trading loss and an acquisition cost? 

A: $6b in credibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
November last year – revealed Olympus created adviser fees as an expense on acquisition to hide past losses that hadn’t been reported; reduction in market cap of $6b!!!!



Leadership ….. 

PEOPLE 
CHANGE 
FUTURE 

MEANING, PURPOSE and VALUES 

Historical leadership Contemporary leadership 
Power and authority Orientation; in the moment 
Leaders are born Leadership is developed 

Doing Doing and Being 
Competency Capacity 
Vision – me, my company Vision – greater good 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read from slide – elaborate with egs and linking back to prev slidesKey theme – everyone has the potential to lead; its about how we choose to respond to our circumstances rather than the power and authority vested in us.



Implications – 
actuaries and 
leadership? 



Changing environment for actuaries 
 
“there is evidence that extreme events are 
becoming more common and more extreme, and 
that this is likely to continue with time “ 
– Chris Field, intergovernmental panel on climate 
and change (ipcc) 



“financial losses in the first decade of the 21st Century were 
equivalent to those of the 1980s and 1990s combined. ” 
 
- Mark Bove, Munich re USA 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And 2011 was a year unto itself.



Perception of risk is changing 

 
“ The perception of risk from smaller tsunamis has decreased 
in the aftermath of this very large event.  Put another way, 
people are less likely to evacuate for a small event now, even 
though such an event still presents a very real risk.” 
-Satoko Oki of the University of Tokyo 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With major events, it doesn’t just change how we rate the likelihood of future events; we also need to consider how we model changing human behaviour!! Anyone who has been involved with Income protection are aware of how being on 75% pay for a period of time while incapacitated can change peoples behaviours and desires towards going back to work. How poor economic conditions coincide with longer claims (don’t want to go back to work and risk losing jobs..). Behavioural finance getting a lot of air time. What is the actuarial contribution



Financial Disasters 
1974 – OPEC  
1987 – Black Monday 
1997 – Asian Financial Crisis 
1998 – Russia defaults on debt 
2000 – Dotcom crash 
2001 – September 11 
2007 – sub-prime debt 
2008 – GFC; worst financial conditions in 60 years 
2010 – Euro sovereign debt crisis 
2011 – major stockmarket correction, 9 Euro countries 
credit rating downgrades, US credit rating downgrade 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accelerating complexity, more frequent financial crises.Some are showing no end in sight. Japanese sharemarket at 9000, compared to peak of 40,000 in 1989. US property market correction occurred in 2006, but huge unresolved issues yet to be addressed (over a third of US home owners with mortgages are under water, ie their mortgages are higher than their property values. In Vegas, it is over 60%....)Taleb quote on black swan events –“If you hear a "prominent" economist using the word 'equilibrium,' or 'normal distribution,' do not argue with him; just ignore him, or try to put a rat down his shirt.” ― Nassim Nicholas Taleb, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable 



Current assumptions vs current 
reality 

 
 

“Excess stock market volatility - price moves that get reversed 
in a few days or weeks — has risen to levels seen only 
three times before in the past 60 years: after the 1987 stock 
market crash, near the bottom of the market decline in 2002 
and during the financial crisis and recession of 2008 and 
2009.” 

 – NY Times Nov 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Scientists may be in the business of laughing at their predecessors, but owing to an array of human mental dispositions, few realize that someone will laugh at their beliefs in the (disappointingly near) future.”  - Taleb. How have actuaries gone about adjusting sensitivities for greater volatility; short term reaction vs longer term; how are people considering potential of increasing volatility??



TECHNOLOGY 
“The first half of the twenty-first century will be characterized 
by three overlapping revolutions—in genetics, 
nanotechnology, and robotics … 
 

By understanding the information processes underlying life, 
we are learning to reprogram our biology to achieve the virtual 
elimination of disease, dramatic expansion of human potential, 
and radical life extension.  
 
Nanomedicine researcher Robert Freitas estimates that 
eliminating 50% of medically preventable conditions would 
extend human life expectancy to 150 years.  
 
 - Ray Kurzweil 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What will this do to: - annuity products?Pension liabilities?Life insurance??What new opportunities emerge that haven’t even been foreseen yet? Need for long term care?



Provocative question 
 
How well does the current actuarial 
training, methodologies and tools 
equip actuaries to deal with and 
flourish through this level of change? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask people to discuss for a couple of minutes – set it up with the possibility that we are okay. Don’t pre-judge!!



Q: who is the old man sitting on 
the bench? 

A: a young man who has been waiting for 
things to slow down!! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
POINT – we need to change how we respond to uncertainty, get used to it and grow in response to it, rather than trying to eliminate uncertainty.We are in a state of constant change and movement, even if we don’t see it…..earth rotates around the sun, and on its own axis. Over a one hour period, it travels 106,000km….that’s how far we will have travelled by the end of this presentation. The models that you or an actuary in your business built in recent years will have aspects that are constantly changing and aspects seen as stable; but how stable really is stable, and what are the risks of assuming stability when change accelerates???One human brain generates more electrical impulses in a single day than all of the world's telephones put together.Humans shed about 600,000 particles of skin every hour50,000 of the cells in your body will die and be replaced with new cells, all while I have been reading this sentence!



The good news… 
Humans continue to adapt and evolve with our 
changing environment. This provides greater 
capacities to: 
 
- Recognise systems we are in and how they change and 

evolve 
 

- Develop relationships across multiple fields, cultures 
 

- Continually deepen our self awareness and develop 
ourselves 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speak to slide – link to emotional intelligence and systems intelligence



What is required to lead in the 21st century? 

• Notion of a building greater capacity 
 
 

“Development describes the unfolding of human potential towards deeper 
understanding, wisdom and effectiveness. World views develop from simple 
to complex, from static to dynamic, from egocentric to world centric” – 
Suzanne Cook-Greuter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These two characters are probably the best known researchers into adult development, Suzanne Cook_Greueter and Robert Kegan.They have both spent their life’s work exploring the simple question of how adults develop and mature over our lifetimes. Many people have heard of work of Piaget that children go through developmental stages – the terrible twos (define our autonomy), the fairies phase (everything is magical and wonderous), the goodies/baddies stage (George Bush and his axis of evil)  – rules, anti-rules with teenager rebellion, find my own tribe, dissassociate from the family; what Kegan and Cook-Greuter have found is that development continues right through our lives BUT it becomes much more dependent on our life circumstances and experiences than it does on our age. A friend of mine who had a near death experience has much greater appreciation of life than prior.. Commonly reportedA core princiople of how we develop: Example of subject and object – does it have me or do I have it? Use the chair, sitting in it vs standing up and tossing it around…..Core obstacle is Paradigm blindness – we take our methods as real – we discuss the risk discount rate range and assumptions rather than the methodology itself, or indeed the whole philosophy of discounting the future based on projections from the past!!!Example of the Occupy wall street movement and the Tea party (Libertarians). The GFC and bankers / governments also an example of ideology ruling over realityCompetency really important, BUT larger container necessary as uncertainty, ambiguity, speed of change all ratchet up



What can lead to 
development? 



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crossing the same old road, doing the same old stuff……………………and suddenly you’re getting run over. Maybe the cars are getting faster, or the roads you cross are getting increasingly busy…..maybe your field of vision isn’t what it used to be. Whatever the cause, your real life circumstances have changed, and your traditional response in the face of these changes is no longer working. 



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The obstacles to moving forward seem bigger and bigger, almost insurmountable……stress and chaos result from the gap between what our life conditions are demanding of us and our actual capacity to cope. The larger the gap, the greater the impetus for change. 



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the chaos phase our old structures fall apart in preparation for reassembly into something new.Answers feels impossible to grasp, slipping through your fingers like water………as much as you try to hold on to the old ways, they are gone or no longer relevant……as much as you try to move towards new grounds, nothing tangible appears….



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And as you gather all the pieces, start building some new frames and new possibilities, its still so complex, so many interlocking parts, that you are not sure you will ever find a way to the other side……



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And at this point, you face your greatest enemy. Giving in to that enemy will mean you will put the puzzle back in the box and go back to that unfulfilling life. Facing and overcoming  your enemy opens up many new possibilities and ways to move forward.  Who is the enemy? The enemy is the old you, the old assumptions, beliefs and ways, with all their joy, grace and certainty…that have served you so well until recently..Joseph Campbell research found that in every single culture, world wide (regardless of religion, cultural group) had the same central story – the hero’s journey. Even those these cultures had never even been in touch with other, they all had same story – why?A: because this is hardwired into us as human beings; an archetype that is consistent across all humans. Developmental pathway.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And as you face yourself and let go of the old ways, mindsets and beliefs that no longer work for you, you feel a tremendous sense of relief and freedom. At times, the newness and freedom can even feel a little crazy.“The world we see that seems so insane is the result of a belief system that is not working. To perceive the world differently, we must be willing to change our belief system, let the past slip away, expand our sense of now, and dissolve the fear in our minds.”William James



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And ultimately things start to take shape, a new picture emerges, simplicity on the other side of complexity. Wisdom, deveklopemnt, whatever name you would like to saubsribe to it, it allows us as human beings to view the word with greater level of flexibility and breadth (ie a larger container or greater capacities). 



Exercise 
Reflect back on a time where the way you you saw the world, what 
you believed in, how you made meaning of events no longer 
worked for you.  
 
Examples – first time manager, first time parent, major life event 
 
How have you changed as a result of going through the event – 
beliefs or meaning or attitude?  How you would you respond to the 
same situation today? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share example of loyalty – from concept as an adolescent to concept as a manager, responsibility to whole team…..needing to work with person for them to be in a better place



Leadership for the 21st century 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ways of measuring leadership maturity and effectiveness on business outcomes (talk to circle and graph). Bottom line – high correlation between adult development and creartive leadership behaviours. High correleation between creative leadership behaviours and leadership effectiveness. High correlation between leadership effectiveness and business outcomesCircle has direction towards greater capacity; doesn’t make other ones wrong, but part of a developmental trajectory 



Keys to develop leadership capacity 
• Step back from your assumptions of the world – observe them 

and how they influence your actions on a daily basis  
 

• Presence – being present to how you are feeling and 
responding in every day situations; creating space between 
the event and developing choices to respond 
 

• Systems perspective - know that when you change how you 
are in any circumstance, that influences the whole situation; 
the people around you, the focus of energy, the result 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Systems perspective – economic systems, social systems (families, friendship groups), political / governmental systems, human systems, technological systems. Link back to car recall example. John Dyall example of investment management as a biological system; which fund managers will make decisions during volatility that will / won’t be in best interests of clientsMuch broader sense of time – bioth the immediate plus the short term plus the much longer term….



Keys to develop leadership capacity 
 
 
•Growth orientation – You are shaped by your life circumstances, 
yet are still free to grow and develop 
 

•If you don’t achieve a goal you have set, that is feedback. Only 
when you give up or stop trying is that failure 
 

•Take the cat by the tail – put yourself in situations that will really 
challenge you 



“A man who carries a cat by the tail 
learns something he can learn in no 
other way” – Mark Twain 



Developing Emotional intelligence 

“… a set of abilities relating to emotions and the processing of 
emotional information” 

 
“….an array of non cognitive capabilities, competencies and skills that 

influence one’s ability to succeed in coping with environmental 
demands and pressures” 

 
Reuven BarOn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And a core part of leadership capacity is emotional intelligence – our capacity to recognise, understand, manage and use our emotions in relation to both our own effectiveness, and to how we relate to others.



How emotional functioning works 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the seat of the brain is the amygdala – information passes through bthe amygdala before reaching the neocortex. This means that if we have had a strong emotional response to an event, that emotional response kicjks in prior to our “rational brain” has had a chance to process the information. For extreme emotional reactions, information passing though to neocortex will be restricted… we are “highkjacked” by our emotions – amygdala hijack.Reflect on a time when tour emotions drove the show – they had you rather than you had them – example for me is politician who called children of mixed descent as half casts; my wife is of Indian descent, my three kids are very beautiful to me, and for this guy to use derogatory terms towards them raised the beast in me…….my emotions had me!!The good news is that there are methods of allowing ourselves to more effectively process, manage and use our emotions. Emotional intelligence can be developed!!!Story of meditating monks and response to anxiety (immediate response same as normal population, but speed with which anxiety etc returned to normal levels was much faster in meditating monks. Chance of being random was less than one in a million)



What determines success? 

 
 

“Studies have shown that IQ can predict between 1% and  
20% (average 6%) of success in a given job”. 
 - Steven Stein, Ph.D 

Job Success

Emotional 
Intelligence: 

27% 

IQ: 6% 
Other: 64% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need a min level of IQ to be able to do a particular job; over and above that it is of diminshing value, but EQ continues to have much greater impact.



Emotional Intelligence has four 
key components 

Recognise Understand Manage Use 

Stimulus Response  
 

Thought/Emotion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steven Covey – your effectiveness as a human being is determined by the space you can create between stimulus and response!!The heart of emotional intelligence is creating this space.



Recognising 
Recognising 

Emotions 

                                                    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognising emotions in others – apart from linguistic cues, there are facial expressions.Paul Ekman showed that facial expressions of emotion are not culturally determined, but universal across human cultures and thus biological in origin. Expressions he found to be universal included those indicating anger, disgust, fear, shame, joy, sadness, and surprise. Lets test this….bottom picture of two girls – discuss which is genuine smile and which is more likely to be put on and why.Of black and white picture, there are three emotions (in alphabetical order) – anger, disgust and fear. Which is which and why?



Challenging our beliefs - A-B-C-D-E 
Understand and manage Emotions 

• A is for Activating Event 
 

• B is for Belief or thought 
 

• C is for the emotional Consequence 
 

• D is for Debate, Dispute, Deconstruct, Discard 
 

• E is for the Effect of debating, disputing, deconstructing on beliefs 
about activating event and hence the emotional consequences 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding and managing our own emotions – Albert Ellis has an approach called cognitive emotive therapy. His premise is that as our emotions kick in prioor to rational brain, one way to rebalance the emotional and non emotional information is to apply a rational framework to an emotional issues. He calls this the ABCDE method (take participants through, with an example)



Exercise 

• Write down a recent event that you have had an  emotional reaction 
to  

• What was the Activating event? 
• Consequence - How did you respond? 
• Belief - What beliefs or thoughts underpinned this response? 
• Are these thoughts based on all the evidence and are they 

reasonable? 
• Disputation - What are alternative explanations?  
• Effect - How do you feel about this situation now? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example for AB – kids being half casts?? Person from outplacement and me being on phone to assessor?James and grand final day



Core Leadership Learnings 
 
1.  Leadership begins with self Mastery 
 
“ You cannot lead others until you can lead yourself” 
 
“What get’s you out of bed each morning?” 
 “what are you passionate about?”  
  “what are you prepared to speak up for?” 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible stories:Man’s search for meaning – Victor FranklFleas in jars; we limit ourselves when we are not self aware



Core Leadership Learnings 
 
2.  The one person responsible for your career 

development is you! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every decision you make changes your lifeAll we have are the circumstances we face and our capacity to respond. As you develop greater capacity to respond, universe chucks ever greater challenges at you. When we relaise our choices to respond, we discover incredible power.Managers are by and large well meaning people who are often too busy to invest the appropriate time in supporting their staff’s career development – if you don’t take responsibility then it is likely to be at someone else’s whimNo-one knows you better than youBy coming along tonight you are taking responsibility. Each step you take towards taking that resnsibility it becomes easier and easierWho do you want to paint the canvass of your career – you or someone else?



Core Leadership Learnings 

3.  A career is a journey. Not all stops are as enjoyable 
or scenic as others, but each stop can be learned 
from. The clearer you are on where you are going, 
the clearer it becomes why you need to pass 
through each place……… 

 
 
 
 
 

Qualifying as an Actuary is but one (important) step on the journey! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Career resilience



Core Leadership Learnings:  My Career Journey 
Year Event  Consequences 

1984 1st year Uni - Failed all subjects at half year Mid life crisis #1, self reflection, decision to become 
teacher 

1987 Dip Ed – reduced to tears after first lesson, 
realisation of no intellectual stimulation 

Undertake Dip Op Research, awareness of need to 
develop communication skills 

1988 Unsuccessful in Op Research job 
applications 

Take role at NM as actuarial programmer 

1988-9 Fail actuarial exams at first three attempts Review exam  & learning strategies, increase 
discipline – PASS! 

1991 Join Rostrum (public speaking) Metaphor for lifetime learning, differentiate myself 
as a communicator 

1994 Transfer to Corporate Super is unsuccessful 
– mediocre performance 

Mid life crisis #2 , Better understanding of my core 
strengths 

1997 Commencement of major restructures Realise I want to explore new fields(frees me up) 

1998 NM Young Actuary of the Year Increase self belief, prepared to take career risks 

1999 - 01 Three more restructures Appointed as Chief Actuary – AXA Life Singapore 

2002 Withdraw as CFO Philippines AXA Life Mid life crisis #3 – pursue L&OD credentials 

2006 Appointed as Manager – leadership 
Development 

Realisation of 1997 Dream – where to next? 

2011 Redundancy after 23 years with AXA Convergence – education, finance, leadership. Mid 
life crisis #4 (or mid life opportunity??) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it is darkest you can see the stars – often it is at bleakest moments that we learn the most, because we have to rethink what we are doing if we are to move forwardTimes when I’ve felt like that chicken..times when I didn’t have it within me to face the enemy…times when I have pushed forward in the face of what felt like universal rejection of what I believed in…each day is a new opportunity to move in direction of wholeness. That is the heroes journey, our own personal leadership journeys.



Core Leadership Learnings 

4. “On matters of opinion, bend with the wind. On    
matters of principles stand like a rock” 
 

– Know what you stand for, know when your thresholds 
have been crossed and know how to give the client what 
they want without crossing that sacred line. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story of Webbie and AXA LSLink to judgement and what is a reasonable rangeBoard paper and Neil??Hammer home consequences of getting it wrong



 Core Leadership Learnings 
5. Leadership paradox - Letting go is the fastest way 

to gain control 
 

– Empowering others by letting go of doing it all ourselves 
– Letting go of our limiting beliefs to test our perceived 

boundaries 
– The past behaviours that created our current success may 

be the very behaviours that stop us from going to the next 
level…. 

– By letting go, we can better see the whole 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story of monkey with fist in jarStory of UK explorers with packs full of silverObservation of biggest thing holding back senior people from being successful is that the technical skills and doing it themselves that brought them success are the tw biggest impediments from leading others efectively



Core Leadership Learnings 
6. The map is not the territory 

 
“We don't see things as they are, we see them as we are.”  - Anais 

Nin 
 
Models and assumptions are useful approximations to the truth 

(maps) but they are by nature imperfect and incomplete; 
always explore the changing landscape to update your maps 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The assumptions you hold, the models you build, are useful in getting you through life effectively from day to day. But at some point, they may become less useful and possibly downright dangerous. Our knowledge, our science, our beliefs about ourselves and others are usually based on past information and built up over time. But the past is not the future. Was first map of Australia useful at time – better than nothing? Absolutely!! But is the current mqp more useful and effective?? Absolutely. Start building a map, but refine,  reflect and ultimately growStory re Singapore and models and Board



Core Leadership Learnings 
7. The more you give, the more you get 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will you make a contribution? To your community, your workplace, your profession, your industry, your world?? Through great contribution we develop a much greater sense of compassion, of meaning of appreciation of being part of something much bigger. What gets returned is extraordinary – difference in people’s lives, difference in your life. The opportunity is all yours!Thank you for your attendance, for your participation. What questions do you have?



Questions….. Save the date! 

• The next YAP event will be on 
Thursday 17 May at Mercer 

• The speakers will be: 
• Melinda Howes (CEO of Actuaries Institute) 
• David Knox (Senior Partner at Mercer) 
 

 



Questions….. 
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